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Welcome to FiveThirtyEight’s politics chat. The transcript below has been lightly edited. sarah (Sarah Frostenson, politics editor): Liz Cheney is once again ...
Is There No Place For Liz Cheney In The Modern GOP?
A new Oxford University study claims there is "little association" between technology and mental-health problems ...
Little association between tech and mental health problems in teens, claims study
A strong women's movement is necessary to push for gender equality in Singapore, but is not sufficient on its own, and it is commitment from the Government that will truly move the needle on the issue ...
Call to enshrine gender equality in Constitution, pledge
With the explosion in digital entertainment options over the past several decades and the more recent restrictions on outdoor and in-person social activities, parents may worry that excessive ...
Little to no increase in association between adolescents' mental health problems and digital tech
Generally, men don’t entrust women with high positions in society simply because they fear being peed upon! But from the look of things, that may become the case very soon.
Women in high positions? Hell no! They’ll urinate on men’s heads!
A new study in Clinical Psychological Science suggests that there has been little to no increase in the association between adolescents’ technology engagement and mental health problems.
Little to No Increase in Association Between Adolescents’ Mental Health Problems and Digital Technology Engagement, Study Says
Toshiba and the NSTA today announced eight national winners of the 29th annual Toshiba/NSTA ExploraVision challenge, the world’s largest K-12 science competition. This year’s winners have shared ...
Eight Student Teams Named National Winners of 29th Annual ExploraVision Challenge
That's the lesson learned for the builder of an LS-swapped Ford Mustang (SN95) drag car that we've covered before. Featured on the Canadian YouTube channel Boosted Lifestyle, the host Kyle plumbed his ...
An Eight-Turbo Ford Mustang Was a Great Idea, Until It Wasn't
The retailer, owned by billionaire Mahmud Kamani (pictured), said revenues jumped to £1.74 billion in the year to February 28 2021 from £1.23 billion in the previous year.
Boohoo's £1.7BILLION boom: Online fashion giant's sales soared by 41% in lockdown
In the region's quest for more modern fleets, one expert finds that navy modernisation may be motivated as much by external threats as domestic ...
Commentary: Is there an arms race among navies in Southeast Asia?
A report by Racing Victoria into the death found the Aidan O’Brien-trained stallion was administered a nerve block injection on October 9. Despite concerns about the horse’s fitness, CT scans were not ...
On How The Animals Fare Within A Racing Industry In Decline
PointClickCare, the leader in cloud-based healthcare software for the long-term and post-acute care market, today announced it has been named one of Canada's Best Managed Companies for 2021. This is ...
PointClickCare Named One of Canada's Best Managed Companies for Eight Consecutive Years, Continuing Platinum Status
Passport seekers will soon be able to apply for the travel document in the comfort of their homes and schedule appointments with the Registrar-General’ ...
Process to issue passports online begins
She organized the conference “Middle Eastern Crafts: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow,” held at the V&A in October 2018, out of which grew a guest-edited special issue of the Journal of Modern Craft ...
Deconstructing the Code: Craft Collaborations in Morocco
With Diana’s fairy tale wedding gown set to go on display in Kensington Palace and Prince William and Duchess Kate celebrating their 10th wedding anniversary this week, we’re all feeling a little ...
A Look Back at the Most Iconic Wedding Gowns in Royal History
Projecting busts in the NFL Draft requires casting doubt on talented players who could just as easily turn into stars as they could disappoint. If you call a potential third- or fourth-rounder a bust, ...
NFL Draft bust candidates: Trey Lance, Jaylen Waddle, Jayson Oweh and the riskiest picks in 2021
Philadelphia Eagles news and links for 4/29/21. Let’s get to the Philadelphia Eagles links ... “I Am the Storm”: DeVonta Smith Is Coming - GQ When I arrived in Tuscaloosa, there were tornado warnings ...
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Eagles News: DeVonta Smith says he would love to play with Jalen Hurts again and in front of Philly fans
Getting things right under the hood happens at Weber Automotive Inc. in North Olmsted. That can mean repairing cars, restoring cars — or making them even better than new. The shop at 28820 Lorain Road ...
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